
Takedown Tech Note
Roster Importing and Exporting

Roster import is usually accomplished using your iPad's Mail app (the Apple
pre-installed app) by opening an email message with an appropriately formatted
.csv file attachment and long tapping on the attached file symbol. Alternatively, if
you have a Dropbox account, you can ask the iPad Dropbox app to open the .csv
file using Takedown.

During the import process, you'll select the team name for the imported roster
information.  If you select your team, the imported roster will be associated with
whatever Season is currently in use in Takedown. The entire imported roster will be
associated with a single team name. You can also select an opponent’s team name
or create a new opponent name. Takedown will only use the Last Name, First
Name, and Grade information for an opponent import.

We suggest using a spreadsheet program -- Excel or Google Spreadsheets for
example -- to generate the .csv file.  A header row isn't expected or required,
although having one shouldn't hurt anything: the header will be listed as an error
and not imported.  Data can also be obtained from the National Wrestling Coaches
Association (NWCA)'s Optimum Performance Calculator (OPC) database. For OPC
details, see the section below.

Import Columns

The spreadsheet columns should be in the following order with the indicated content
and (expected values). Please note that Last Name and First Name, if enclosed in
double-quotes as provided by the OPC, represent a single column.

Column Content Values Example Note

1 Last Name text Jones Always
required

2 First Name text George Always
required

3 Grade NFHS rules:
(integer 1-13
or the string
pre-K, K, 1st,
2nd, 3rd, or
4th-13th
College rules:
Fr, So, Jr, Sr,
RS

9 or 9th
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4 Alpha Date Of the form
mm/dd/yyyy,
m/dd/yyyy,
mm/d/yyyy,
m/d/yyyy,
mm/dd/yy,
m/dd/yy,
mm/d/yy, or
m/d/yy. If the
time is
present, it is
ignored

12/03/2013
1/2/13
10/4/13

1. Requires a
Certified
Weight

2. Alpha
Date must be
within the
season start
and end
dates.

5 Alpha Weight positive
integer or
decimal

142 or 142.3

6 Minimum
Wrestling
Weight

positive
integer or
decimal

142 or 142.3

7 Certified
Weight

positive
integer, no
decimals

106 Requires an
Alpha Date

8 Wrestler ID integer 2372143

Examples:

1. The minimum requirement is always Last Name and First Name, whether
unquoted or in the alternative double-quoted format.

Funston,Jake or "Funston,Jake"

Please note again that if the full name is in double-quoted format, it only represents
a single column.

2. Here we skip all other input except Wrestler ID from the OPC database.

"Funston,Jake",,,,,,949781

3. If you have either a Certified Weight or an Alpha Date you will need to provide
both.
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"Funston,Jake",,03/11/13,,,140,

4. Here is an example of all columns provided.
"Funston,Jake",12, 03/11/13,137.2,131.5,132,949781

Notes:

1. If the wrestler name is more than a one-word Last Name or First Name, then
you will need to double-quote those fields in the entire .csv. For example :

Smith, Jr., Fred would be entered in the spreadsheet as "Smith, Jr., Fred".

2. If an import record matches on Wrestler ID then the matching database record
will be updated with any input data for Grade, Alpha Date, Alpha Weight, and
Minimum Wrestling Weight. Last Name and First Name are unchanged.

3. If an import record does not match on Wrestler ID but does match on Last
Name and First Name, then the matching database record will be updated with
any input data for Grade, Alpha Date, Alpha Weight, Minimum Wrestling
Weight, and Wrestler ID.

4. If an alternative double-quoted format is used for one instance of Last Name
and First Name, then all Last Name and First Name columns in the import file
must be similarly double-quoted.

5. Any input column other than Last Name and First Name can be double quoted
without requiring that all such columns in the input file be double-quoted. For
example, the following entries would be accepted and processed.
 :
Kemper,Alan,10,04/14/13,129.1,119,120,949733
Helton,Fritz,"9","04/14/13","295.6","231","285","949734"
Wainright,Michael,"10",04/14/13,"183.4",178.21,"182",949735

6. If a wrestler who is on-file with a current Wrestler ID is matched by input with
the same Last Name and First Name but with a different Wrestler ID, that input
will be rejected.

NWCA/OPC

The NWCA/OPC Wrestler Access Report Wrestlers Currently on File - available for
your team on the NWCA web site - looks like this:
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You can copy and paste this report directly into a spreadsheet and generate a CSV
file without any editing.  The import process will discard columns MWW After
Deadline, Newer (Higher) MWC, Phy. Clearance, Login ID, and Password.

Import Errors

After you select a team to associate with the roster .csv file, Takedown
will try to import all valid input.
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When the import process completes, Takedown will display a summary
window listing number of rows read, how many new wrestlers were
inserted, how many existing wrestlers were updated, and finally how many
rows were in error.
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In the case of rows containing errors, Takedown provides two lists of
information to help you fix these errors. First, Takedown lists a count of
the type of error. For example, if two of the input rows have a mis-formed
Alpha Date, it will display a count of 2 for Bad Alpha Date. Takedown also
provides an itemized list by row of error details. In this case one of the
two rows has three errors and the other input row has been successfully
added to the team named West. This is available when you tap Show Error
Details.
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The error detail lists the specific errors for each input row.

You can then correct the errors in the original file using the same tool as
you did to create this file, resend the email or import from Dropbox/Google
Drive and have Takedown reprocess the csv file.

The general error cases are:

● Missing First or Last Name
● Bad Grade/Year
● Bad Certified Weight
● Bad Alpha Date
● Bad Min Wrestler Weight
● Bad Alpha Weight
● Bad Wrestler ID
● Missing Alpha Date
● Missing Certified Weight

The expected values are listed in the Import Columns section of this
document.
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In our experience, a likely error condition is where all input rows are
flagged in error because every row has the same problem. For instance, all
rows may be entirely missing a particular column or have a malformed
date. Correcting a common error is often a matter of fixing that problem in
each row and re-importing the corrected .csv.
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